Instructions for Adding the CODE STAT site to your LIFEPAK Device

- On your LIFEPAK device, press On and simultaneously hold down the Options and Event buttons to enter setup mode.
- Enter the passcode defined for your system (default is 0000).
- Select Transmission.
- Confirm Default Report is 12-Lead and Wireless is turned OFF.
- Select Sites.
- Add a new SITE and Name it CODE STAT (Be sure you enter a space between CODE and STAT).
- Select END and Confirm that the Output Port to Direct Connect and power off the LIFEPAK device.

Instructions for Transmitting to the CODE STAT Site

- Transmit only Cardiac Arrests to the CODE STAT Site.
- You MUST change the report to ALL before sending to the CODE STAT Site. (Your devices are currently setup with 12-Lead as the Default Report).

Please contact the LIFENET Smart Desk at 1-800-732-3081 or Shelli Baufield at 763-754-1680 for assistance if needed.